The Snow Elf Homeland, frozen tundra homeland of the expansionistic snow elves with their
wolf and frost giant allies and orc soldiers and servants.
Legend

Random Encounters (CR 5 baseline)
1. Elven ruin from before the forever winter
2.

Feral elf (elf werewolf + 2d6 wolves)

3.

Foreign merchants or foreign knights

4.

Frost giant

5.

Wolf patrol of 2d6 wolves + 1 worg

6.

Orc patrol of 2d6 orc soldiers. The patrol
leader wears a horn about his neck. If
blown, roll 2d6 on this table to see what
arrives to check up on the noise (in 1d6
turns).
Standard patrol of 1d6 orcs + 1d6 wolves

7.
8.
9.

Elf patrol of 1 elf ranger-sorcerer 4 + 1
winter wolf + 1d6 wolves
A wild troll of the cold wastes

10. Goblin saboteurs and assassins, squad of
1d6+3 rogue 1 / ranger 1, enemy of elves
or orcs
11. Elf lord (elf 9 + retinue of orcs, winter
wolves, and a frost giant)
12. The Great North Wind

1

Vornheim, city of the snow elves (use
Vornheim, replace NPCs with elves)

2

Troll Mountains (replaces result #3 with
“troll lair” and and all elf results with trolls)

3

The Frozen Reach (deep lake dotted with
small islands, ruins, and banshees)

4

The First Court (Snow elf traditionalists
hold court in these woods following the old
ways)

5

Goblin Hills (goblin saboteurs, assassins,
and rebels are holed up in these hills)

Notes (NPCs, rumors, dungeons, treasures, etc.)
 The snow elves are gestalt characters
but lose this if they are outside the
homeland, being reduced to the state
of near mortals
 Rumor holds that the Frost Brand is lost
in the region, possibly abandoned in
some cold troll lair
 The snow elves are aggressively
expansionistic. This encounter table can
be used as a template/overlay for
neighboring hexes that have been
conquered by the elves
 Snow elves are sending envoys into
foreign lands on mysterious missions.
They have been seen moving quietly, by
night, in lands not yet invaded.
 The elves created orcs with magic,
blending goblins and men into the
perfect soldiers.
 The homeland is infested by trolls,
monsters that even the elves have been
unable to master or eradicate.

